that the use of human subjects may be required in performance of the award but is not anticipated at the time of award, and may not be modified without consultation with Program Counsel.

1335.014 Government property and title.
The designee authorized to determine that the policies in FAR 35.014(b)(1)-(4) will not apply regarding title to equipment purchased by nonprofit institutions of higher learning and nonprofit organizations whose primary purpose is the conduct of scientific research is set forth in CAM 1301.70.

1335.016 Broad agency announcement.
1335.016-70 DOC procedures for the use of broad agency announcements.
Procedures for the use of broad agency announcements within the Department of Commerce are set forth in CAM 1335.016.

1335.017 Federal funded research and development centers.
1335.017-2 Establishing or changing an FFRDC.
The designee authorized to approve the establishment of an FFRDC, or change its basic purpose and mission, is set forth in CAM 1301.70.

1335.017-4 Reviewing FFRDCs.
The designee authorized to approve the continuation or termination of the sponsorship of an FFRDC is set forth in CAM 1301.70.

PART 1336—CONSTRUCTION AND ARCHITECT-ENGINEER CONTRACTS
Subpart 1336.2—Special Aspects of Contract for Construction
Sec.
1336.203 Government estimate of construction costs.
1336.270 Special requirements for ship construction.

Subpart 1336.6—Architect-Engineer Services
1336.602 Selection of firms for architect-engineer contracts.

1336.602-2 Evaluation boards.
1336.602-4 Selection authority.
1336.602-5 Short selection process for contracts not to exceed the simplified acquisition threshold.
1336.605 Government cost estimate for architect-engineer work.
1336.609 Contract clauses.
1336.609-1 Design within funding limitations.

SOURCE: 75 FR 10570, Mar. 8, 2010, unless otherwise noted.

Subpart 1336.2—Special Aspects of Contracting for Construction
1336.203 Government estimate of construction costs.

After award, the independent Government estimated price can be released, upon request, to those firms or individuals who submitted proposals.

1336.270 Special requirements for ship construction
See 48 CFR 1371 for special requirements for acquisition involving ship construction and ship repair.

Subpart 1336.6—Architect-Engineer Services
1336.602 Selection of firms for architect-engineer contracts.

1336.602-2 Evaluation boards.
Permanent and ad hoc architect-engineer evaluation boards may include preselection boards. When necessary, members of permanent, ad hoc, and preselection boards may be appointed from private practitioners of architecture, engineering, or related professions. Private practitioners may be appointed as deemed necessary by the BPO or higher agency official. The permanent and ad hoc evaluation boards should be comprised of at least a majority of government personnel.

1336.602-4 Selection authority.
Each contracting office shall designate the selection authority based on the complexity of each procurement.